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Abstract  43 

Developmental maturation occurs in slow swimming behavior in larval zebrafish; older larvae 44 

acquire the ability to perform slow swimming while keeping their head stable in the yaw 45 

dimension. A class of long-distance descending commissural excitatory V0v neurons, called 46 

MCoD neurons, are known to develop in a later phase of neurogenesis, and participate in slow 47 

swimming in older larvae. We hypothesized that these MCoD neurons play a role in 48 

coordinating the activities of trunk muscles in the diagonal dimension (e.g., the rostral left and 49 

the caudal right) to produce the S-shaped swimming form that contributes to the stability of 50 

the head. Here, we show that MCoD neurons do indeed play this role. In larvae in which 51 

MCoD neurons were laser-ablated, the swimming body form often adopted a one-sided (C-52 

shaped) bend with reduced appearance of the normal S-shaped bend. With this change in 53 

swimming form, the MCoD-ablated larvae exhibited a greater degree of head yaw 54 

displacement during slow swimming. In mice, the long-distance descending commissural V0v 55 

neurons have been implicated in diagonal interlimb coordination during walking. Together 56 

with this, our study suggests that the long-distance descending commissural V0v neurons 57 

form an evolutionarily conserved pathway in the spinal locomotor circuits that coordinates the 58 

movements of the diagonal body/limb muscles.59 
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Introduction 60 

In the early developmental stage, most animals can only exhibit immature forms of behaviors. 61 

As development progresses, they acquire the ability to produce more mature or refined forms 62 

of behaviors1-3. Concurrent with such changes, many new connections are formed in the 63 

nervous system4,5, which suggests that the formation of new connections is linked to the 64 

developmental maturation of behaviors. In animals in which new neurons are generated 65 

during development (e.g., fish and amphibians1,6-8), the incorporation of new neurons into the 66 

pre-existing circuits together with the forming of new connections likely contributes to the 67 

maturation of movements. 68 

    One example of this developmental maturation of behaviors is seen in the swimming 69 

behavior of larval zebrafish. Older larvae (i.e., 4–5 dpf) exhibit more refined forms of 70 

swimming than younger larvae (i.e., 2 dpf)9. During this period (from 2 dpf to 4–5 dpf), new 71 

neurons are generated in both the brain and spinal cord9,10, with the latter being mainly 72 

responsible for generating swimming outputs11. One class of premotor spinal neurons that are 73 

added later to the early spinal neuronal circuits are MCoD neurons, a subclass of V0v neurons 74 

(V0v neurons represent an excitatory class of neurons derived from the p0 developmental 75 

domain of the spinal cord)12. MCoD neurons are absent in the early stages and develop in a 76 

later phase of neurogenesis in the spinal cord9,12. MCoD neurons are active during slow 77 

swimming9,13. As for their function, one study showed that they contribute to the general 78 

excitability of spinal swimming circuits, and their ablation decreased the occurrence 79 

frequency of spontaneous swimming14. Their function in the more specific aspect of slow 80 

swimming remains elusive, however. 81 

    One of the most characteristic features of slow swimming in older larvae is the stability 82 

of the head in the yaw dimension9. In slow swimming, the muscle contractions are mostly 83 

confined to the trunk that is caudal to the swim bladder9. Given that the center of the mass is 84 
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located near the swim bladder in larval zebrafish15 (Figure 1A), it is thought that the head yaw 85 

displacement is produced by the recoil of the yawing moment force generated in the trunk. 86 

Considering this, the stability of the head yaw indicates that the net yawing moment force in 87 

the trunk that acts to the center of the mass is very small during slow swimming. Swimming 88 

consists of a descending wave of muscle contraction along the trunk. With this movement, the 89 

bending of the body transmits force to the surrounding water, and this region of the body, in 90 

turn, receives reaction force. To make the net yawing moment force minimal, the movements 91 

of the rostral and caudal parts of the trunk need to be highly coordinated with the diagonal 92 

dimension; when the rostral part receives leftward force, for example, the caudal part needs to 93 

receive rightward force. For this to occur, the swimming body form cannot be C-shaped 94 

(unilateral body bend); rather, the shape needs to be sinusoidal (S-shaped). MCoD neurons 95 

are a good candidate for implementing this coordinated movement of the trunk in the diagonal 96 

dimension, because they are active during slow swimming, and because they are long-97 

distance descending commissural excitatory neurons that make direct connections onto MNs 98 

in the caudal region of the contralateral spinal cord6,17 (Figure 1B). 99 

    In this study, we tested whether MCoD neurons play a role in the coordinated 100 

movements of the trunk in the diagonal dimension, thereby ensuring minimal head yaw 101 

displacement during slow swimming. Our laser ablation experiments revealed that MCoD 102 

neurons do indeed play the expected role. In the MCoD-ablated larvae, the normal S-shaped 103 

body form during swimming was often lost with increased appearance of unilateral C-shaped 104 

bends. Concurrently, the head yaw stability was greatly impaired. In addition to swimming, 105 

the present study also sheds light on the evolutionarily conserved role of V0v neurons. In 106 

mice, long-distance descending commissural V0v neurons have been implicated in interlimb 107 

coordination during walking in the diagonal dimension18. We suggest that the long-distance 108 

descending commissural V0v neurons for the coordinated movements of the body/limbs in the 109 
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diagonal dimension are the evolutionarily conserved pathway in spinal locomotor circuits.   110 

 111 

Results 112 

MCoD neurons fire slightly before the nearby ventral root (VR) activity during fictive 113 

slow swimming 114 

Previous electrophysiological studies showed that MCoD neurons are rhythmically active 115 

during fictive slow swimming, and that the firing timings were generally in phase with nearby 116 

motor activity17,19. However, a careful phase analysis has not yet been performed. Thus, we 117 

addressed this issue by performing loose-patch recordings of MCoD neurons together with 118 

motor-nerve (ventral root; VR) recordings. The position of VR recording was set immediately 119 

caudal to the MCoD-recording site (Figure 2A; note that axons of MNs of a given segment 120 

exit the spinal cord at the caudal end of the segment). In accordance with previous studies17,19, 121 

MCoD neurons exhibited rhythmic spiking activities during spontaneously occurring slow 122 

swimming (Figure 2B). For phase analyses of the MCoD spikes, the timing of each spike was 123 

represented as its phase in the swim cycle (left panel of Figures 2C). The phase values of 30 124 

randomly selected spikes are plotted in the circles (grey dots in the right panel of Figure 2C), 125 

and the average value was used as the vector (right panel of Figure 2C). In this circular plot 126 

analysis20, the direction of the vector shows the mean of the phase value, whereas the length 127 

of the vector shows the strength of the rhythmicity. Figure 2D shows the population data of 7 128 

MCoD neurons (each dot represents the tip of the vector for the neuron examined). The 7 dots 129 

show highly clustered distributions, indicating that firing patterns of the MCoD neurons were 130 

very similar across the cells. The average phase value was 0.90 ± 0.02. This indicates that the 131 

MCoD spikes slightly preceded the nearby VR activities, as is apparent in the representative 132 

example shown in Figure 2C. For all 7 cells, the lengths of the vectors (0.88 ± 0.02) exceeded 133 

the significance level (grey circle) with p values ranging from 0.0002 to 0.0011, indicating 134 
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that MCoD neurons fired in a highly rhythmic manner.   135 

During slow swimming, rostro-caudal phase delay is shown to be approximately 0.026 136 

swim cycles per segment21. Considering this, the spike timing of MCoD neurons roughly 137 

coincides with the peak spike timing of MNs located 4 segments rostral. 138 

 139 

Ablation of MCoD neurons leads to a large increase of head-yaw displacement during 140 

spontaneous swimming 141 

To examine the behavioral roles of MCoD neurons in swimming, we performed laser ablation 142 

experiments. For each side of the spinal cord at muscle segment 5-17, 15 MCoD neurons (30 143 

MCoD neurons in total) were chosen and ablated using a two-photon microscope (Figure 3A; 144 

note that in Tg[evx2-hs:GFP] fish, MCoD neurons can be identified by their ventral and far-145 

lateral location in the spinal cord). Then, we examined the performance of spontaneous 146 

swimming using high-speed filming. As control ablation experiments, dorsally located V0v 147 

neurons were ablated in a similar manner (Supplementary Figure 1A). In control ablation 148 

animals, spontaneous swimming was virtually indistinguishable from that of wild-type fish 149 

(Supplementary movies 1 and 3; Supplementary Figure 1B-H), indicating that the phenotypes 150 

observed in MCoD-ablated fish (described below) were specifically caused by the MCoD 151 

ablation, not by the collateral damage of laser ablation. 152 

Figure 3B shows representative examples of successive images during spontaneous 153 

swimming of intact and MCoD-ablated fish (see also Supplementary movies 1 and 2). 154 

Magenta bars in Figure 3B depict the head directions in each frame. The discernible 155 

difference is the head yaw angle; MCoD-ablated fish exhibited a much larger degree of head 156 

yaw displacement. We quantified the head yaw angle during swim bouts. Representative 157 

examples are shown in Figure 3C. In both intact and MCoD-ablated fish, the head yaw angle 158 

was larger in the early phase of the swim bout and became smaller in the later phase of the 159 
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bout. However, there was a large difference in the magnitude: in intact fish, the head yaw 160 

angle was around 5 to 6 degrees at maximum whereas in the MCoD-ablated fish, it exceeded 161 

20 degrees (Figure 3C).  162 

For the quantitative analyses of population data, we measured two parameters: (1) the 163 

maximum head yaw angle (absolute value) during a bout, and (2) the mean of the head yaw 164 

angles for each peak of displacement (absolute value) during a bout. Figures 3D and E show 165 

the data obtained from 5 fish (10 swim bouts were examined from 1 fish). For both 166 

parameters, there were large differences. The maximum head yaw angle in the intact fish was 167 

6.40 ± 2.16 degrees whereas that of MCoD-ablated fish was 21.03 ± 4.59 degrees (Figure 168 

3D); a 3.3-fold increase (p = 5.72 × 10-31). The mean of the head yaw angles for each peak of 169 

displacement in the intact fish was 5.35 ± 1.51 degrees whereas that of MCoD-ablated fish 170 

was 13.29 ± 3.69 degrees (Figure 3E); a 2.5-fold increase (p = 2.04 × 10-21). In summary, for 171 

both (max and mean) parameters, head yaw displacement was greatly increased in MCoD-172 

ablated fish during spontaneous swimming. 173 

We also examined several other parameters of swimming. Consistent with a previous 174 

study14, the occurrence frequency of swim bouts was decreased in MCoD-ablated fish (Figure 175 

4A; average values: intact fish, 40.50 ± 4.90 times/min; MCoD-ablated fish, 34.76 ± 9.87 176 

times/min; 14.17% decrease; p = 0.00018). Swim bout duration was slightly increased (Figure 177 

4B; average values: intact fish, 164.46 ± 14.78 ms; MCoD-ablated fish, 176.92 ± 20.26 ms; 178 

7.57% increase; p = 0.0006). Average swim speed in bouts was slightly decreased (Figure 4C; 179 

average values: intact fish, 21.19 ± 3.34 μm/ms; MCoD-ablated fish, 19.67 ± 4.27 μm/ms; 180 

7.17% decrease; p = 0.0083). The average tail beat frequency during swim bouts was slightly 181 

decreased (Figure 4D; average values: intact fish, 25.44 ± 2.48 Hz; MCoD-ablated fish, 21.74 182 

± 3.08 Hz; 14.54% decrease; p = 2.1 × 10-9). The number of bends (note that 2 bends 183 

constitute 1 swim cycle) during swim bouts was slightly decreased (average values: intact 184 
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fish, 8.38 ± 1.23 times; MCoD-ablated fish, 7.68 ± 1.39 times; 9.11% decrease; p = 0.0057). 185 

 186 

Ablation of MCoD neurons leads to impairment of the S-shaped body bend during 187 

swimming  188 

In the swimming of intact fish, the body shapes in many movie frames appeared to be S-189 

shaped (top panel of Figure 3B; see also the left panel of Figure 5A), suggesting that there are 190 

two bending sites of the trunk, with each bend to the opposite direction (arrowheads in Figure 191 

5A). By contrast, in the swimming of MCoD-ablated fish, the body shapes in many movie 192 

frames appeared different from those of intact fish; the number of S-shaped body image 193 

frames decreased and, concurrently, the number of C-shaped body image frames increased 194 

(bottom panel of Figure 3B; see also the right panel of Figure 5A). It should be noted that the 195 

kinked bending of the far-caudal tail region (arrow in Figure 5A) is not considered part of the 196 

body shape. This is because no trunk muscle exists in this region, and hence, the kinked 197 

bending is likely to be produced by passive hydrodynamic force, not by active muscle 198 

contraction.   199 

    We quantified the occurrence frequency of S-shape and C-shape movie frames with the 200 

following method. First, the skeletal line representing body shape was extracted (red lines in 201 

Figure 5B), as was done in our previous paper22. Second, the skeletal line was fitted to 202 

polylines consisting of four vertices including head and tail termini (cyan lines in Figure 5C). 203 

The relative angles (signed values) of each pair of adjoining edges were then obtained. To 204 

judge the body shape of this skeletal model, we multiplied the pair of relative angles and 205 

determined whether the resultant value became negative, positive, or very small, which 206 

classified the body curve into “S,” "C,” or “I” shapes, respectively (left, center, and right 207 

panels, respectively, in Figure 5C; for further details, see Methods). As the amplitude of the 208 

body bend tended to be small at the beginning and near the end of swim bouts, movie frames 209 
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in the first 10 ms and the last 20% of swim bouts were excluded from our analyses. 210 

    Figure 5D shows the occurrence frequencies of the “S,” “C,” and “I” shapes in the movie 211 

frames of intact and MCoD-ablated fish (for each type, 5 fish were examined; for each fish, 212 

10 swim bouts were examined). The proportion of “S” was greatly decreased in MCoD-213 

ablated fish (43.6% decrease; value for intact fish, 37.8 ± 2.9%; value for MCoD-ablated fish, 214 

21.3 ± 3.1%; p = 6.9 × 10-49). Concurrently, the proportion of “C” was greatly increased in 215 

MCoD-ablated fish (99.6% increase; value for intact fish, 20.6 ± 2.5%; value for MCoD-216 

ablated fish, 41.2 ± 3.7%; p = 2.2 × 10-54). The proportion of “I” was slightly decreased in 217 

MCoD-ablated fish (9.8% decrease; value for intact fish, 41.6 ± 4.0%; the value for MCoD-218 

ablated fish, 37.5 ± 4.6%; p = 8.7 × 10-6).  219 

   With the large changes in the proportions of “S” and “C” in the MCoD-ablated fish, the 220 

“S” versus “C” ratio changed dramatically. In the intact fish, the proportion of “S” is 1.83-221 

fold larger than that of “C.” By contrast, “C” is 1.93-fold larger than that of “S” in the MCoD-222 

ablated fish. The results indicate that MCoD ablation resulted in a frequent loss of the S-223 

shaped swim form, with increased appearances of the C-shaped body form. 224 

 225 

Discussion 226 

In this study, we have revealed that MCoD neurons play an important role in allowing fish to 227 

perform slow swimming while keeping their heads stable. Before discussing the role of 228 

MCoD neurons and the underlying mechanisms in further details, we briefly describe the 229 

current understanding of the core neuronal circuits that control swimming.  230 

For vertebrates to execute locomotion, the precise timings and patterns of muscle 231 

contractions are generated by the activity of neuron assemblies in the spinal cord that are 232 

known as central pattern generators23-25 (CPGs). Currently, the widely accepted core 233 

components of swimming CPGs in larval aquatic animals such as frog tadpoles26 and larval 234 
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zebrafish are as follows. (1) V2a neurons whose axons mainly descend on the ipsilateral side 235 

entrain the activity of MNs and other CPG neurons. The descending axonal trajectory 236 

contributes to the caudal-ward wave propagation27. (2) V1 neurons whose axons mainly 237 

ascend on the ipsilateral side provide recurrent inhibition onto MNs and other CPG neurons, 238 

thereby limiting the firing duration of these neurons28,29. This recurrent inhibition is also 239 

thought to assist the caudal-ward wave propagation28. (3) Commissural inhibitory neurons 240 

composed of V0d and dI6 neurons provide mid-cycle inhibition onto MNs and other CPG 241 

neurons, thereby ensuring the left-right alteration of the motor activity30.  242 

In the scheme described above, MCoD neurons (a subclass of V0v neurons) have not 243 

been considered a core component of swimming CPG. Indeed, MCoDs have not yet 244 

developed in the early developmental stage when embryonic/larval zebrafish acquire the 245 

ability to swim. MCoD neurons develop later, and are added to the pre-existing motor 246 

circuits9. This suggests that the function of MCoD neurons is to provide older larvae with the 247 

ability to perform age-appropriate swimming. This led us to hypothesize that MCoD neurons 248 

play an important role in enabling fish to swim with their heads kept stable. The present study 249 

revealed that this is indeed the case. The laser ablation of MCoD neurons did not deprive 250 

larval fish of their ability to perform spontaneous swimming, but it did alter their swimming 251 

form such that the stability of the head in the yaw dimension was greatly impaired, with an 252 

approximately 3-fold increase in yaw angle displacement (Figure 3).   253 

How do the firings of MCoD neurons allow intact larvae to perform slow swimming 254 

while keeping their heads stable? The most likely explanation is that the firing activity of 255 

MCoD neurons helps create two bending regions in the trunk to form a S-shaped body, such 256 

that the net yawing moment force of the trunk that acts to the center of the mass becomes very 257 

small (Figure 1A). The anatomical and physiological properties of MCoD neurons fit this 258 

notion. MCoD neurons fire in a highly phasic manner with their spike timing slightly 259 
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preceding the motor activity located nearby (Figure 2). Axons of MCoD neurons cross the 260 

midline, descend on the contralateral side of the spinal cord, and make monosynaptic 261 

excitatory connections onto MNs that are located very caudal (~15 segments) to the pre-262 

synaptic MCoD neurons17 (Figure 1B). Assuming that the caudal MNs fire promptly upon 263 

receiving excitatory inputs coming from MCoD neurons, participation of MCoD firing 264 

activity in the swimming neuronal circuits results in the creation of two bending regions in the 265 

diagonal dimension along the body axis, resulting in the S-shaped body form. 266 

In MCoD-ablated larvae, MCoD-mediated crossed-long-distance excitation is lost. 267 

Inevitably, motor output patterns need to be generated solely by the core CPG components 268 

that consist of ipsilateral descending excitation, ipsilateral ascending inhibition, and crossed 269 

inhibition. With this configuration, tight activity coupling in the diagonal dimension is absent. 270 

This would result in frequent loss of the S-shaped swim form, with increased appearance of 271 

the C-shaped body form. This is exactly what we observed in the swimming of the MCoD-272 

ablated larvae (Figure 5). With this form of swimming, the net yawing moment force of the 273 

trunk that acts to the center of the mass becomes much larger. As a result, the head yaw 274 

displacement, which reflects the recoil of the moment force generated by the trunk, was 275 

greatly increased (Figure 3). 276 

What are the advantages of head stability during swimming? One obvious advantage is 277 

gaze stabilization, which would help the fish find food and locate dangerous objects during 278 

exploration. Another advantage may be that a stable head could reduce drag force during 279 

swimming, thereby helping efficient forward propulsion. Consistent with this idea, the 280 

average swim speed of the MCoD-ablated fish became slightly slower than that of the intact 281 

fish. It should be noted, however, that the general reduction of excitability in the spinal 282 

circuits by the ablation of MCoD neurons may also have contributed to the reduction of swim 283 

speed (see below).  284 
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In addition to head yaw, the ablation of MCoD neurons also affected several parameters 285 

that characterize swimming. Consistent with the results of a previous study17, the occurrence 286 

frequency of swim bouts was decreased (~14.2% decrease). This could be explained by the 287 

general reduction of excitability in the spinal neuronal circuits due to the ablation of 30 288 

MCoD neurons. The reductions in tail beat frequency (~14.5% decrease) and swim speed 289 

(~7.2% decrease) may also be attributed to the general reduction of excitability. As noted 290 

above, the increased drag force that was potentially caused by the increased head yaw 291 

displacement may have also contributed to the reduction of swim speed. Unexpectedly, swim 292 

bout duration was slightly increased (~7.6% increase) in the MCoD-ablated fish, but the 293 

reason for this remains unknown. In any case, the magnitudes of the changes in the swim 294 

parameters described in Figure 4 (occurrence frequency of bouts, tail beat frequency, speed, 295 

duration of bouts) is smaller than that of the head yaw displacement (an approximately 3-fold 296 

increase). This strongly suggests that the main function of MCoD neurons is to enable fish to 297 

keep their head stable during slow swimming. 298 

During faster swimming, head yaw is no longer stable9,17,31. In faster swimming, the 299 

speed of the rostro-caudal wave propagation is faster than that in slow swimming. In addition, 300 

the amplitude of body bend is much larger. Presumably, with this increased speed and bend 301 

amplitude, the fish needs to compromise the stability of the head. In this sense, it is 302 

reasonable that MCoD neurons are de-recruited in faster swimming17; the participation of 303 

MCoD neurons in faster swimming would be counterproductive. 304 

As for the developmental maturation of swimming circuits in larval zebrafish, MCoD is 305 

not the only class of neurons that are added later in development. It is known that late-born 306 

core CPG neurons and MNs are also incorporated into the pre-existing neuronal circuits, and 307 

these late-born neurons work together with early-born neurons to produce swimming of 308 

various speeds and strengths7,9. Here, we have shown that the addition of a new class of 309 
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neurons (MCoD neurons) enables slow swimming with a new feature: the tight coupling of 310 

muscular activities along the body axis in the diagonal dimension. This suggests that addition 311 

of new classes of neurons into the pre-existing locomotor circuits during development could 312 

play an important role in enabling animals to acquire the abilities to perform new locomotor 313 

gaits.  314 

Finally, MCoD neurons belong to a subclass of V0v neurons30. Interestingly, in mice, 315 

long-distance descending commissural V0v neurons have been implicated in interlimb 316 

coordination during walking in the diagonal dimension18. Thus, the roles of these neurons 317 

during locomotion are similar to those of MCoD neurons. Taken together, the involvement of 318 

long-distance descending V0v neurons for the coordinated movements of the body/limbs in 319 

the diagonal dimension is suggested to be the evolutionarily conserved pathway in spinal 320 

locomotor circuits. Evolutionarily, swimming movement appeared earlier than walking 321 

movement. It is thus tempting to speculate that the MCoD-like neurons that were already 322 

present in a common ancestor of vertebrates served as a foundation for evolving long-distance 323 

descending commissural V0v neurons that play roles in interlimb coordination during 324 

walking.  325 
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Methods 340 

Fish care and strains 341 

Zebrafish adults, embryos, and larvae were maintained at 28.5C. All protocols for this study 342 

were approved by the animal care and use committees of the National Institutes of Natural 343 

Sciences. The experiments were performed at the Center for Animal Resources and 344 

Collaborative Study in Okazaki, in accordance with relevant guidelines regulations. This 345 

study was carried out in compliance with the ARRIVE guidelines for involvement of animals 346 

(fish). Animals were staged according to days post fertilization (dpf). Wild-type or Tg[evx2-347 

hs:GFP] fish were used in this study. The latter was generated in this study using the 348 

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-in technique32. The donor plasmid used was Mbait-349 

hsp70:GFP33. The sgRNA sequence for targeting the evx2 locus was the same as the one 350 

described in Kimura et al. (2014)32. 351 

 352 

Electrophysiology 353 

In vivo loose-path and ventral root (VR) recordings were performed as described 354 

previously22,29,30. Larvae of Tg[evx2-hs:GFP] (heterozygous) at 5 dpf were immobilized by 355 

soaking in the neuromuscular blocker d-tubocurarine (0.1 mg/ml in distilled water) for 5 to 15 356 

min, then pinned through the notochord to a Sylgard-coated, glass-bottomed dish with short 357 

pieces of fine tungsten pins. Animals were then covered with extracellular recording solution 358 

that contained (in mM) 134 NaCl, 2.9 KCl, 1.2 MgCl2, 2.1 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, 0.01 d-359 

tubocurarine, and 10 glucose, adjusted to pH 7.8 with NaOH. The skin covering mid-body 360 

was removed with a pair of forceps. Then, muscle fibers at muscle segment 14 were carefully 361 

removed manually with a tungsten needle. For all electrophysiology experiments, the 362 

preparations were observed using a water immersion objective (40x; NA, 0.80; Olympus) on 363 

an upright microscope (BX51WI; Olympus) fitted with differential interference contrast 364 
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(DIC) optics. MCoD neurons located at the dissected muscle segment were targeted for loose-365 

patch recordings. We analyzed fictive swimming that occurred spontaneously. VR recordings 366 

of axial motor nerves were made immediately caudal to the muscle segment of the MCoD-367 

recording site (between muscle segment 14 and 15). Electrodes for VR recordings (tip 368 

diameter, 30–50 m) and loose-patch recordings (resistance, 9–12 M) were filled with the 369 

extracellular recording solution.  370 

 371 

Circular plot analysis 372 

Electrophysiological data were analyzed with DataView (software by William Heitler, 373 

University of St. Andrews) and Excel (Microsoft). VR recordings were rectified and 374 

smoothened. To detect each instance of VR activity, a threshold value was set by visual 375 

inspection. For the phase analysis, the middle time point of a VR activity was assigned a 376 

phase value of 0, and that of the next VR activity was assigned a phase value of 1. In 377 

determining the frequency of swimming, the interval between time points 0 and 1 was defined 378 

as the cycle period. Tail beat frequency was the inverse of the cycle period.  379 

    Circular plot analysis was performed essentially as described previously20 to provide a 380 

statistical measure of the coupling between neuronal firing and the phase of VR bursts. Spikes 381 

that occurred during smooth slow swimming (24–30 Hz) were subject to analysis. For each of 382 

the recorded cells, 30 spikes that fulfilled the criterion described above were randomly 383 

selected by a computer, and the phase values of these selected spikes were determined and 384 

plotted in a circle. 385 

 386 

Laser ablation 387 

Laser ablation of MCoD neurons was performed in 4 dpf larvae of the Tg[evx2-hs:GFP] line. 388 

Larvae were anesthetized and laterally embedded in 1.5% low melting-point agarose (Thermo 389 

Fisher Scientific). Then, the sample was placed under a multiphoton inverted microscope 390 
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(Leica TCS SP8 MP). MCoD neurons located at segment 5-17 were subjected to laser 391 

ablation. MCoD neurons were identified by their conspicuous location among GFP-positive 392 

V0v neurons: they are located at the ventral and far-lateral region of the spinal cord. Within 393 

the target region (segment 5-17), 15 MCoD neurons (1–2 cells per segment) were unilaterally 394 

(the side near the objective lens) photo-ablated using a two-photon laser (wavelength 900 nm; 395 

InSight DeepSee, Spectra Physics) and a 40x objective. After the unilateral ablation, the 396 

sample was re-mounted in agarose after flipping to the opposite side. Then, 15 MCoD 397 

neurons on the opposite side were laser-ablated in a similar manner. After the bilateral 398 

ablation, larvae were allowed to recover until 5 dpf, and were then used for behavioral 399 

experiments. Successful ablations were verified after the behavioral experiments by checking 400 

for the absence of GFP fluorescence. For control ablation experiments, the same number of 401 

GFP-positive neurons (15 cells per hemi-segment) located in the dorsal column of V0v 402 

neurons at segment 5-17 were ablated as described above.   403 

 404 

Behavioral analyses 405 

Behavioral experiments were performed essentially as described previously22,34,35 using 5 dpf 406 

larvae. Sequential images of swimming were captured at 1000 frames/s with a high-speed 407 

camera (FASTCAM-ultima1024; Photron). Fish were filmed from their dorsal side. We 408 

analyzed swimming that occurred spontaneously. 409 

The extraction of the body shape model (skeletal line) of each fish was performed as 410 

described in Uemura et al. (2020)22. Briefly, a small sample of points in the eye region that 411 

were visible at the lowest pixel intensity were identified in image frames and used to define a 412 

scanning line that was orthogonal to the line between the eyes. At intervals of eight pixels 413 

along the line between the eyes, pixel intensities within the arc-shaped region were sampled 414 

and the borders of left/right sides were determined by finding the change points for the 415 

variance in their intensities. This procedure was repeatedly applied with shifted sampling arc 416 
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positions to reduce the proportion of erroneous body-border detections. Segments of cubic 417 

spline functions were then obtained by applying a smoothing spline interpolation method to 418 

the center at the pairs of border positions (i.e., along the midline). The output is treated as the 419 

skeletal line.  420 

The parameters for swimming were determined in the following manner. 421 

The start and end of a swim bout: The start of a swim bout was defined by the initiation of 422 

body movement. The end of a swim bout was defined by the discontinuation of body 423 

movement. Due to the low Reynolds number of spontaneous swimming in larval zebrafish36, 424 

there was virtually no inertial forward advancement of the body after the termination of body 425 

movement. The movie frame that corresponds to immediately before the onset of movement 426 

was defined as time 0. 427 

Direction of a swim bout: As a reference position to represent fish, we used the midpoint of 428 

the left and right eyes. The direction of a swim bout was determined by drawing a straight line 429 

from the starting point to the end point. 430 

Head yaw angle: The anterior part of the body shape model (described above), which is 431 

approximately 30% of the total body length, was subjected to principal component analysis 432 

(PCA), and a vector of the first principal component was determined as the head direction. 433 

The head yaw angle was determined by taking an angle of the head direction against a fitted 434 

line to the trajectory for the medial points of the eyes throughout the movie frames. 435 

Swim bout duration: The duration of a swim bout was defined by the lapsed time from time 0 436 

(the movie frame that corresponds to immediately before the onset of movement) to the end 437 

of movement. 438 

Average tail beat frequency: The average tail beat frequency in a swim bout was calculated in 439 

the following manner. First, the number of swim cycles in a bout were determined by the 440 

visual inspection of the movie. Then, the average cycle period of swimming was calculated by 441 

dividing the swim bout duration with the number of swim cycles. The tail beat frequency is 442 

the inverse of the cycle period. 443 
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Average swim speed: The average swim speed of a bout was determined by dividing the travel 444 

distance with the duration of the swim bout.  445 

Number of swim bout: The number of swim bouts was determined by a visual inspection of 446 

high-speed movies at 2x speed. For each fish, a 10-min corresponding movie was inspected, 447 

and it was binned into ten (1 min for each bin). 448 

The body bending property of the fish was classified as either “S,” “I,” or “C” based on 449 

how similar the body shaped looked to each of the character contours. First, a skeletal line 450 

was fitted to polylines consisting of four vertices, including the head and tail termini, and then 451 

the relative angles (signed values) of each pair of adjoining edges were obtained. Then, a pair 452 

of relative angles (radian) at the medial two vertices of the polyline was multiplied. The 453 

classification was performed as to whether the product is negative, positive, or very small 454 

(absolute value of the product was less than 0.1), which sorted the body curve into “S,” “C,” 455 

or “I,” respectively. 456 

 457 

Statistics 458 

Results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical significance was 459 

assessed using the t-test. 460 

461 
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Figure Legends 575 

Figure 1 576 

Swim form of a zebrafish larva and projection of an MCoD neuron 577 

(A) Swim form of a zebrafish larva at 4 to 5 dpf. The cyan circle shows the center of mass, 578 

which is located near the swim bladder. Muscle contractions are presumed to occur in the two 579 

locations marked in red. (B) Projection pattern of an MCoD neuron in the spinal cord. The 580 

axon of the MCoD neuron crosses the midline (broken line), descends on the contralateral 581 

spinal cord, and makes mono-synaptic excitatory connections onto caudally located MNs. 582 

 583 

Figure 2 584 

Firing pattern of MCoD neurons during spontaneously occurring fictive slow swimming 585 

(A) A schematic illustration of the simultaneous recordings of an MCoD neuron (loose-patch) 586 

and ventral root (VR). (B) An example of the recording during spontaneously occurring 587 

fictive slow swimming. (C) A close-up view of two swim cycles. For the phase analysis of 588 

spike timings, the middle time point of a VR activity was assigned a phase value of 0, and that 589 

of the next VR activity was assigned a phase value of 1. The right panel shows a circular plot 590 

of 30 randomly selected spikes relative to VR activity during fictive swimming. The direction 591 

of the vector (arrow) shows the mean of the phase value, and the length of the vector shows 592 

the strength of the rhythmicity. (D) A circular plot showing the spike timing of MCoD 593 

neurons (n = 7). The grey circle line marks the 5% significance level. 594 

 595 

Figure 3 596 

Ablation of MCoD neurons lead to the increase of head-yaw displacement during 597 

spontaneous swimming  598 

(A) Confocal stacked images of Tg[evx2-hs:GFP] fish before (left) and after (right) laser 599 
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ablation. Images of two hemi-segments are shown. Magenta arrows show MCoD neurons that 600 

were chosen for laser ablation. MCoD neurons can be identified by their very ventral location 601 

in the spinal cord. Brown lines show boundaries of muscle segments. (B) Successive images 602 

captured at 1000 frames per second of larval zebrafish swimming. Images of every three 603 

frames (3 ms interval) are shown. Magenta bars depict the head directions in each frame.  604 

Top, images of an intact fish. Bottom, images of an MCoD-ablated fish. (C) Graphs of head 605 

yaw angle (y axis) versus time (x-axis) during swimming. Left, intact fish. Right, MCoD-606 

ablated fish. (D) Maximum head yaw angle of intact and MCoD-ablated fish during swim 607 

bouts. Five fish were examined for each fish type. For each fish, 10 swim bouts were 608 

examined. Data obtained from the same fish are color coded. (E) Mean head yaw angle for 609 

displacement peaks of intact and MCoD-ablated fish during swim bouts. Five fish were 610 

examined for each fish type. For each fish, 10 bouts were examined. Data obtained from the 611 

same fish are color coded (the same fish as Figure 3D).  612 

 613 

Figure 4 614 

Swim parameters of intact and MCoD-ablated fish 615 

For the analyses of each parameter, five fish were examined for each fish type. For each fish, 616 

10 swim bouts (or a 1-min movie in the case of Figure 4A) were examined. Data obtained 617 

from the same fish are color coded (the same fish as Figures 3D and E). (A) Occurrence 618 

frequency of swim bouts (per minute) of intact and MCoD-ablated fish. (B) Swim bout 619 

duration of intact and MCoD-ablated fish. (C) Average swim speed of intact and MCoD-620 

ablated fish. (D) Average tail beat frequency of intact and MCoD-ablated fish. 621 

 622 

Figure 5 623 

S-shape swim forms are impaired in MCoD-ablated fish 624 
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(A) Examples of typical swim forms of an intact fish (left) and an MCoD-ablated fish (right). 625 

Arrowheads in the left panel show presumed muscle-contraction sites. An arrow in the right 626 

panel shows a kinked bend near the tail tip, which is likely produced by passive force from 627 

the surrounding water. (B) Extractions of the skeletal line representing body shape (red lines). 628 

The left panel corresponds to the left panel of (A), and the center panel corresponds to the 629 

right panel of (A). The right panel is an image of an intact fish near the end of a swim bout. 630 

(C) The skeletal line in (C) is fitted to polylines (cyan lines) consisting of four vertices 631 

including head and tail termini. (D) Histograms of the appearance frequencies of “S,” “C,” 632 

and “I” forms in the movie frames of intact fish (left) and MCoD-ablated fish (right).  633 

 634 
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